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Abstract
Background. Nonenhancing glioma typically have a favorable outcome, but approximately 19–44% have a highly 
aggressive course due to a glioblastoma genetic profile. The aim of this retrospective study is to use physiological 
MRI parameters of both perfusion and diffusion to distinguish the molecular profiles of glioma without enhance-
ment at presentation.
Methods. Ninety-nine patients with nonenhancing glioma were included, in whom molecular status (including 
1p/19q codeletion status and IDH mutation) and preoperative MRI (T2w/FLAIR, dynamic susceptibility-weighted, 
and diffusion-weighted imaging) were available. Tumors were segmented semiautomatically using ITK-SNAP to 
derive whole tumor histograms of relative Cerebral Blood Volume (rCBV) and Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC). 
Tumors were divided into three clinically relevant molecular profiles: IDH mutation (IDHmt) with (n = 40) or without 
(n = 41) 1p/19q codeletion, and (n = 18) IDH-wildtype (IDHwt). ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis, and Chi-Square analyses 
were performed using SPSS.
Results. rCBV (mean, median, 75th and 85th percentile) and ADC (mean, median, 15th and 25th percentile) showed 
significant differences across molecular profiles (P < .01). Posthoc analyses revealed that IDHwt and IDHmt 1p/19q 
codeleted tumors showed significantly higher rCBV compared to IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors: mean rCBV (mean, 
SD) 1.46 (0.59) and 1.35 (0.39) versus 1.08 (0.31), P < .05. Also, IDHwt tumors showed significantly lower ADC com-
pared to IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted and IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors: mean ADC (mean, SD) 1.13 (0.23) versus 1.27 
(0.15) and 1.45 (0.20), P < .001).
Conclusions. A combination of low ADC and high rCBV, reflecting high cellularity and high perfusion respectively, 
separates IDHwt from in particular IDHmt 1p/19q intact glioma.

Key Points

• Perfusion is higher in IDHwt and IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted than IDHmt 1p/19q intact 
nonenhancing glioma.

• Diffusion is significantly lower in IDHwt versus IDHmt nonenhancing glioma.

Noninvasive differentiation of molecular subtypes of 
adult nonenhancing glioma using MRI perfusion and 
diffusion parameters
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Although glioma have a low incidence (5.9:100 000), they 
induce the highest loss of life years compared to other 
cancer types.1 At presentation, approximately 9% of high-
grade glioma and 48% of low-grade glioma do not show 
enhancement on MRI after contrast agent administration.2 
This is problematic, because—while the majority of these 
nonenhancing tumors are indeed low-grade and less ag-
gressive—19–44% have a highly aggressive course due to 
a high-grade like or a so-called glioblastoma genetic profile, 
requiring rapid intervention.3,4 Therefore, information even 
prior to surgery about the molecular profile (i.e. possible 
presence of a glioblastoma genetic profile) of in particular 
asymptomatic patients with nonenhancing glioma, can con-
tribute to better-informed treatment decision making.

Noninvasive physiological tissue MRI parameters are 
promising tools to this end, in particular relative cerebral 
blood volume (rCBV) and the apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC), representing perfusion and cellularity of an area of 
interest, respectively.5–7 It is hypothesized that the rCBV 
and ADC could serve as surrogate diagnostic markers of 
tumor grade and aggressiveness to differentiate between 
molecular profiles.8–11 In adult glioma, three molecular 
profiles have been identified based on the isocitrate de-
hydrogenase (IDH) type 1 or 2 mutation (IDHmt) and the 
1p/19q codeletion.12 These molecular profiles are con-
sidered to be fundamental for predicting the clinical dis-
ease course and defining treatment. The IDH mutation 
(>70%) and 1p/19q codeletion (30%) occur most frequently 
in low-grade glioma, and correlate with better patient sur-
vival.11,13–15 The IDH wildtype (IDHwt), or aggressive mo-
lecular profile, is typically found in glioblastoma.13

Previous studies using physiological MRI parameters 
found a significantly higher rCBV and lower ADC in IDHwt 
compared to IDHmt tumors.9,10 Likewise, an inverse corre-
lation between rCBV and ADC with tumor grade was found, 
showing high rCBV and low ADC in high-grade tumors, 
reflecting high vascularity and cellularity, respectively.16 
Also, a higher rCBV in 1p/19q codeleted tumors compared 
to 1p/19q intact tumors was found, presumably related to 
their known differences in vascularization.8,11 None of the 
previous studies, however, investigated the biological cor-
relation of both parameters in the whole spectrum of mo-
lecular profiles and in the setting of initially nonenhancing 
lesions. In this study, we aim to combine physiological MRI 
parameters of both perfusion and diffusion to distinguish 

the molecular profiles in a large group of patients pre-
senting with a nonenhancing lesion. We, therefore, hypoth-
esize that rCBV increases and that ADC decreases along 
the spectrum from IDHmt 1p/19q intact to IDHmt 1p/19q 
codeleted to IDHwt tumors.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Internal review board approval for this study was obtained 
from the Medical Ethics Committee at Erasmus MC. Due 
to the retrospective nature of the study, informed consent 
was waived. Patients with nonenhancing glioma who un-
derwent surgery between June 2011 and January 2018 in 
Erasmus MC, University Medical Centre Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands or Haaglanden Medical Centre (HMC), The 
Hague, The Netherlands were considered for inclusion in 
this retrospective study. A  nonenhancing tumor was de-
fined as: patients who presented with a nonenhancing 
lesion who were selected for surgery and had histopatho-
logically confirmed glioma. Inclusion criteria were: age ≥ 
18 years, known molecular status for 1p/19q codeletion and 
IDH mutation according to the WHO 2016 classification and 
the recent cIMPACT-NOW 3 update,17 and preoperative MR 
imaging available including at least T2w/FLAIR, dynamic 
susceptibility-weighted (DSC) and diffusion-weighted 
(DWI) images. Any information initially missing of patients 
included in the dataset, was retrieved retrospectively. At 
the time of analyses no data was missing.

Tissue Sequence Analyses

Tumor tissue was analyzed via immunohistochemistry 
and for most tumors also Ion Torrent Next-Generation 
Sequencing (NGS) was performed to determine the fol-
lowing genes and SNPs in all patients: (i) hotspot mutation 
sites: IDH1 codon 132, IDH2 codon 40 and 172, and (ii) LOH 
analysis using SNPs for 1p, 19q, chromosome 7 (including 
the EGFR locus) and chromosome 10. TERT promoter mu-
tations were determined in some patients by NGS, in some 
with SNaPshot assay for the 2 hotspot mutations in glioma 
(C22bT and C250T). Tumors were divided into three groups 

Importance of the Study

Nonenhancing glioma is a difficult entity be-
cause, despite their relatively benign radio-
logical appearance, 19–44% of these tumors 
are of the glioblastoma-like genetic profile 
with an aggressive course and poor outcome. 
Noninvasive tools to differentiate the molec-
ular profiles of nonenhancing glioma are thus 
of great value to anticipate their clinical course 
and to aid treatment decision making. We 
are the first to specifically focus on a patient 

population selected on the basis of presurgical 
radiological tumor appearance, allowing a real-
world assessment of the potential value of per-
fusion and diffusion MRI in a patient presenting 
with a nonenhancing lesion. Based on a higher 
rCBV, IDHwt tumors could be differentiated 
from IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors, but not from 
IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors. ADC however, 
was lower in IDHwt than in all IDHmt tumors, 
with or without 1p/19q codeletion.
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the molecular profiles in a large group of patients pre-
senting with a nonenhancing lesion. We, therefore, hypoth-
esize that rCBV increases and that ADC decreases along 
the spectrum from IDHmt 1p/19q intact to IDHmt 1p/19q 
codeleted to IDHwt tumors.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Internal review board approval for this study was obtained 
from the Medical Ethics Committee at Erasmus MC. Due 
to the retrospective nature of the study, informed consent 
was waived. Patients with nonenhancing glioma who un-
derwent surgery between June 2011 and January 2018 in 
Erasmus MC, University Medical Centre Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands or Haaglanden Medical Centre (HMC), The 
Hague, The Netherlands were considered for inclusion in 
this retrospective study. A  nonenhancing tumor was de-
fined as: patients who presented with a nonenhancing 
lesion who were selected for surgery and had histopatho-
logically confirmed glioma. Inclusion criteria were: age ≥ 
18 years, known molecular status for 1p/19q codeletion and 
IDH mutation according to the WHO 2016 classification and 
the recent cIMPACT-NOW 3 update,17 and preoperative MR 
imaging available including at least T2w/FLAIR, dynamic 
susceptibility-weighted (DSC) and diffusion-weighted 
(DWI) images. Any information initially missing of patients 
included in the dataset, was retrieved retrospectively. At 
the time of analyses no data was missing.

Tissue Sequence Analyses

Tumor tissue was analyzed via immunohistochemistry 
and for most tumors also Ion Torrent Next-Generation 
Sequencing (NGS) was performed to determine the fol-
lowing genes and SNPs in all patients: (i) hotspot mutation 
sites: IDH1 codon 132, IDH2 codon 40 and 172, and (ii) LOH 
analysis using SNPs for 1p, 19q, chromosome 7 (including 
the EGFR locus) and chromosome 10. TERT promoter mu-
tations were determined in some patients by NGS, in some 
with SNaPshot assay for the 2 hotspot mutations in glioma 
(C22bT and C250T). Tumors were divided into three groups 

based on their molecular profile: (i) IDHmt with 1p/19q 
codeletion, (ii) IDHmt without 1p/19q codeletion, and (iii) 
IDHwt (without 1p/19q codeletion). Tumors with an IDHwt 
molecular profile were further characterized, when NGS 
was available, for the presence or absence of molecular 
features of glioblastoma (EGFR amplification, TERT muta-
tion, and/or chromosome 7/10 aberrations).

Image Acquisition

Imaging parameters according to clinical imaging proto-
cols and scanners at each institution are described in 
Table 1. All imaging series (conventional MR, DSC, and 
DW-images) were acquired with either a 1.5 or 3T super-
conducting system (General Electric® (GE) or Siemens®).

At Erasmus MC, Gadovist® (gadobutrol 1  mmol/ml, 
Bayer AG, Berlin, Germany) was used as contrast agent. 
A preload contrast dosage of 0.05 ml/kg was used and the 

remainder of a 15 ml Gadovist® bolus injection during DSC 
acquisition with a flowrate of 5  ml/s. At HMC, Dotarem® 
(Gadoterate meglumine 0.5  mmol/ml, Guerbet, Aulnay-
sous-Bois, France) was used as a contrast agent. A preload 
dosage of 10 ml was used and a 20 ml Dotarem® bolus in-
jection during DSC acquisition with a flowrate of 4 ml/s.

Image Processing

T2w/FLAIR series were used for tumor localization, 
and loaded into ITK-SNAP version 3.6.0 (University of 
Pennsylvania and Utah, USA)18 for tumor segmentation 
and to calculate tumor volumes semiautomatically with 
the active contour-classification-segmentation method. 
This segmentation was visually inspected and manually 
corrected by an independent researcher (S.K, I.P or F.I) if 
needed. Laterality and location of the tumor were deter-
mined by visual inspection.

  
Table 1. MRI Acquisition Parameters for Each Participating Hospital

Hospital Erasmus MCa HMCb HMCb 

N 76 14 9

Manufacturer GE Siemens Siemens

Field strength (T) 1.5 or 3 1.5 1.5

T2w/FLAIR 3D FLAIR 2D T2w 2D T2w

Matrix 512 × 512 440 × 512 224 × 256

TR (ms) 8400 2500 3200

TE (ms) 120 356 379

TI (ms) 2100 - -

FA (°) 90 180 120

Slice thickness (mm) 0.8 1.2 1

Perfusion (DSC)

Matrix 128 × 128 256 × 224 128 × 128

Contrast agent Gadovist®c Dotarem®d Dotarem®d

Dosage (ml) 15 (including preload) 30 (including preload) 30 (including preload)

Preload Yes: 0.05 ml/kg Yes: 10 ml Yes: 10 ml

Flowrate (ml/sec) 5 4 4

TR (ms) 2000 2400 1490

TE (ms) 45 46 30

FA (°) 90 70 90

Slice thickness (mm) 5 or 6 5 or 6 5 or 6

Diffusion (DWI)

Matrix 256 × 256 256 × 256 192 × 192

TR (ms) 8000 3600 3200

TE (ms) 80 100 89

Slice thickness (mm) 3 or 5 5 5

b-values (s/mm2) 0 and 1000 0, 500, and 1000 0, 500, and 1000

DSC, Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast; DWI, Diffusion-Weighted Imaging; FA, Flip Angle; TE, Echo Time; TI, Inversion Time; TR, Repetition Time. 
aErasmus Medical Centre University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 
bHaaglanden Medical Centre, Den Haag, The Netherlands; 
cGadobutrol 1 mmol/ml (Bayer AG, Berlin, Germany); 
dGadoterate meglumine 0.5 mmol/ml (Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France).
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Raw DSC and DWI DICOM-series were loaded into OsiriX 
Lite 9.0® (Pixmeo, Bernex, Switzerland) and visually exam-
ined on quality and artifacts.

The rCBV maps were generated using the OsiriX-plugin 
IB-Neuro™ (Imaging Biometrics, Elm Grove, USA). Three 
regions of interest (ROI) were automatically placed on ar-
terial structures within the brain for estimating the Arterial 
Input Function (AIF). All scans included the required min-
imum number of baseline volumes (n = 4) and time-points 
(n = 30). In case the AIF was found to be insufficient upon 
visual inspection, the scans were excluded from this 
study (n = 4). Standardized leakage corrected rCBV maps 
were computed based on Voxel Intensity Standardized™ 
signal values.

The ADC maps were generated using the OsiriX-plugin 
IB-Diffusion™ (Imaging Biometrics, Elm Grove, USA). 
Volumes with b-values b = 0 and b = 1000 s/mm2 were used 
for two-point ADC calculation (ADC = ln(S0/ S1)/ (b1 – b0)). 
In case more baseline volumes with other b-values were 
available, those volumes were not included in the calcula-
tion of the ADC maps.

The standardized leakage corrected rCBV maps and the 
ADC maps were exported in raw DICOM format. The T2w/
FLAIR scans were registered to the rCBV and ADC maps, 
and the tumor segmentations were transformed according 
to the resulting parameters. All registrations were individ-
ually verified. Failed registrations were re-analyzed and 
recreated. Histograms were obtained within the tumor 
segmentation from which mean, median, and percentile 
rCBV and ADC values were derived for each patient.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24.0.0.1. 
(IBM Corporation, New York, USA).

Normality of the data was determined using 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z-test for continuous variables (age, 
tumor volume, rCBV, and ADC) and reported by mean 
and standard deviation (SD) for normally distributed vari-
ables and by median and interquartile range (IQR) for 
non-normally distributed variables, respectively. For cat-
egorical variables (sex, grade, laterality, and location of 
tumor), frequencies and percentages were reported. The 
Analysis of Variance test (ANOVA) or independent T-test 
and the Kruskal-Wallis test (KW) or Mann-Whitney U test 
were used for normally and non-normally distributed vari-
ables, respectively. The F-ratio was used and the Brown-
Forsythe and Welch’s F-ratio were reported instead when 
the assumption of homogeneity of variances was vio-
lated (Levene’s test). For categorical data, the Chi-Square 
test was used and Fisher’s exact test was reported instead 
when the minimum count in a variable was < 5. A P-value 
< .05 was considered a statistically significant difference.

The included patients were compared with the excluded 
patients for the available baseline characteristics. The 
rCBV and ADC parameters were first compared between 
hospitals and between scanning protocols to assess their 
potential influence on the data. The duration (in months) 
between first lesion detection and surgical resection or 
biopsy was also assessed. As a baseline characterization 

of the samples, the three molecular profile groups were 
analyzed for sex, age, volume, grade, laterality, and loca-
tion of the tumor. The three molecular profile groups were 
then compared for perfusion and diffusion using the calcu-
lated rCBV and ADC maps respectively. The mean, median, 
75th, and 85th percentile rCBV and the mean, median, 15th, 
and 25th percentile ADC values were compared between 
groups. We used percentile values derived from the his-
togram analysis rather than the minimum and maximum 
values as the latter are heavily dependent on outliers. 
The aforementioned inverse correlation between rCBV 
and ADC16 was analyzed in our dataset using a Pearson’s 
Chi-square test and the median rCBV/ADC ratio was com-
pared across molecular profile groups. Posthoc analyses 
with pairwise comparisons were performed when a sig-
nificant correlation was found using Bonferroni corrected 
p-value for multiple testing (three pairwise comparisons). 
The accuracy of the median rCBV/ADC ratio to differentiate 
molecular profiles was also determined using receiver op-
erating characteristics (ROC) analysis. The areas under the 
ROC curve (AUCs) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were 
calculated and optimal cutoffs with sensitivity and speci-
ficity were reported. All analyses were repeated in the se-
lection of IDHwt tumors with confirmed glioblastoma-like 
features based on NGS.

Results

Patients

From the 342 patients with nonenhancing lesions a total of 
99 patients were eligible and included in the main analysis 
(Figure 1). The main reason for exclusion was the lack of 
DWI and/or DSC data. Patient and tumor characteristics are 
shown in Table 2. We found that the excluded patients were 
slightly younger than the included patients (P = .011), how-
ever, this did not influence the distribution of molecular 
profiles (i.e. 21% versus 18.2% of IDHwt tumors) indicating 
that the sample is a good representation of the domain of 
all patients with a nonenhancing glioma. Mean patient age 
was 47 years and the majority of patients were male (64%). 
Tumors were most frequently located in the frontal lobe 
(42%). Eighteen tumors were IDHwt.

Age (P = .200), mean rCBV (P = .050), 85th percentile rCBV 
(P = .071) and mean (P = .114), median (P = .200), 15th per-
centile (P =  .200) and 25th percentile (P =  .200) ADC were 
normally distributed. Median (P < .001) and 75th percen-
tile (P = .039) rCBV and tumor volume (P < .001) were non-
normally distributed. The inverse correlation between the 
median rCBV and median ADC was confirmed (r = –0.608;  
P < .001). The ratio variable was non-normally distributed 
(P < .001). The rCBV and ADC parameters did not signifi-
cantly differ between Erasmus MC and HMC (P > .1). There 
was no influence of the scanning protocol on the rCBV and 
ADC parameters (P > .1). The median (IQR) duration be-
tween lesion detection and surgery was 3.0 (9.0) months 
and was significantly longer in IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tu-
mors (4.4 (21.0) months) compared to IDHwt tumors (2.0 
(2.0) months) (P = .013), which was not explained by a dif-
ference in age (P = .906).
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Baseline Characterization of the Molecular 
Profiles

No statistically significant difference in sex (P  =  .493), 
volume (P  =  .223) or brain hemisphere (P  =  .287) of the 
tumor was found across the molecular profiles. Age was 
significantly different across molecular profiles (P < .001). 
Pairwise comparison revealed that patients with IDHwt 
tumors were significantly older than patients with IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors (P =  .002) and IDHmt 1p/19q in-
tact tumors (P < .001). Tumor grade was different across 
molecular profiles albeit borderline significant (P  =  .047) 
and no significant correlations were revealed with pair-
wise comparisons. Tumor lobe involvement was signifi-
cantly different across molecular profiles for the frontal 
lobe (P = .001), temporal lobe (P = .012) and basal ganglia 
(P  =  .005). Pairwise comparison revealed that (i) IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors were significantly more often 
located in the frontal lobe compared to IDHwt tumors  
(P < .001) and (ii) IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors were 
significantly less often located in the temporal lobe than 
IDHmt 1p/19q intact (P = .015) and IDHwt (P = .009) tumors. 
Basal ganglia involvement was significant across molecular 
profiles but no multiple testing corrected significant correl-
ations were found with pairwise comparisons (P < .0167).

MR Perfusion and Diffusion of Molecular Profiles

The rCBV and ADC parameters separated by molecular 
profile are displayed in Table 3. Comparison of the three 
molecular profiles showed significant differences for all 
rCBV and ADC values (P < .01) (Figure 2).

Pairwise comparison of the rCBV parameters showed 
that (i) IDHwt tumors had significantly higher values com-
pared to IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors for mean (P = .003), 
median (P = .001), 75th percentile (P = .003) and 85th percen-
tile (P = .005) rCBV, and (ii) IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors 
had significantly higher values compared to IDHmt 1p/19q 
intact tumors for mean (P =  .001), median (P < .001) and 
75th percentile (P  =  .011) rCBV. No significant differences 
were found for rCBV parameters between IDHwt tumors 
and IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors (P > .05).

Pairwise comparison of ADC parameters revealed sig-
nificantly lower values in IDHwt tumors compared to both 
(i) IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors for mean (P = .029) and 
median (P  =  .020) ADC, and (ii) IDHmt 1p/19q intact tu-
mors for mean (P < .001), median (P < .001), 15th percentile 
(P = .004) and 25th percentile (P < .001) ADC. IDHmt 1p/19q 
codeleted tumors had significantly lower ADC values than 
IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors for mean (P < .001), median  
(P < .001) and 25th percentile (P = .005) ADC.

  
Erasmus MC

n = 277
Haaglanden MC

n = 65

Total cases
n = 342

Cases included for processing
n = 103

Cases included for analyses
n = 99

Reasons for exclusion:
Insufficient data on mutation status (n = 50)
Incomplete imaging data (n = 189)

Reasons for exclusion:
Failed rCBV/ADC map (n = 4)

Excluded (n = 239)

Excluded (n = 4)

Figure 1. Flow-chart of the study.
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A significant correlation was found between molecular 
profile and the median rCBV/ADC ratio (KW(2)  =  29.548, 
P < .001), which was highest in IDHwt tumors followed 
by IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors and lowest in IDHmt 
1p/19q intact tumors (Figure 3). The median rCBV/ADC 
ratio was significantly higher in (i) IDHwt tumors compared 
to IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors (P < .001) and in (ii) IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors compared to IDHmt 1p/19q intact 
tumors (P < .001).

The optimal combination of sensitivity (80%) and 
specificity (73%) was found at a threshold of 0.56 for 
the median rCBV/ADC ratio to discriminate IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors from IDHmt 1p/19q intact tu-
mors. The AUC was 0.80 (95% CI: 0.71–0.90). The optimal 
combination of sensitivity (72%) and specificity (55%) 
was found at a threshold of 0.80 to discriminate IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors from IDHwt tumors. The AUC 
was 0.65 (95% CI: 0.48–0.82). The optimal combination 
of sensitivity (83%) and specificity (83%) was found at 
a threshold of 0.63 to discriminate IDHmt 1p/19q intact 
tumors from IDHwt tumors. The AUC was 0.84 (95% CI: 
0.70–0.97).

Secondary Analysis in the Selection of IDHwt 
Tumors with Confirmed Glioblastoma-Like 
Features

We confirmed by NGS that the majority of the IDHwt tumors 
were of the glioblastoma genetic profile (EGFR amplifica-
tion, TERT mutation, and/or chromosome 7/10 aberrations; 
n = 12/18). For 6/18 IDHwt tumors (histopathologically diag-
nosed as presumed glioblastoma in n = 5 and low-grade in 
n = 1) NGS data was insufficient or missing. We repeated the 
analyses including only the IDHwt tumors with confirmed 
molecular glioblastoma-like features, which yielded similar 
findings (Supplementary Table 1). However, multiple pair-
wise comparisons lost significance which may be explained 
by a lack of statistical power. For IDHwt tumors versus IDHmt 
1p/19q codeleted tumors the significant differences disap-
peared for: temporal lobe involvement of the tumor, mean 
and median ADC. For IDHwt tumors versus IDHmt 1p/19q 
intact tumors the significant differences disappeared for 
the rCBV parameters. The median rCBV/ADC ratio remained 
significantly higher in IDHwt tumors and in IDHmt 1p/19q 
codeleted tumors compared to IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors.

  
Table 2. Patient and Tumor Characteristics Separated by Molecular Profile

 Total  
(n = 99) 

IDHmt  
1p/19q codeletion  
(n = 40) 

IDHmt  
1p/19q intact  
(n = 41) 

IDHwt  
(n = 18) 

P-value 

Sex, n (%)     .493a

Male 63 (63.6) 23 (57.5) 29 (70.7) 11 (61.1)  

Female 36 (36.4) 17 (42.5) 12 (29.3) 7 (38.9)  

Mean age, years (SD) 47.07 (14.84) 47.33 (12.86) 40.85 (14.12) 60.67 (11.53) <.001b

Median tumor volume, cm3 [IQR] 43.64 [22.19–92.17] 38.33 [15.05–70.06] 56.81 [33.58–105.67] 37.51 [16.42–77.87] .223c

Tumor grade, n (%)     .047d

II 78 (78.8) 35 (87.5) 32 (78.0) 11 (61.1)  

III 17 (17.2) 5 (12.5) 8 (19.5) 4 (22.2)  

IV 4 (4.0) - 1 (2.4) 3 (16.7)  

Tumor hemisphere,  
n (%)

    .287d

Left 45 (45.5) 22 (55.0) 14 (34.1) 9 (50.0)  

Right 48 (48.5) 15 (37.5) 25 (61.0) 8 (44.4)  

Bilateral 6 (6.1) 3 (7.5) 2 (4.9) 1 (5.6)  

Tumor lobe involvement, n (%)      

Frontal 62 (62.6) 32 (80.0) 25 (61.0) 5 (27.8) .001a

Parietal 22 (22.2) 8 (20.0) 9 (22.0) 5 (27.8) .773d

Occipital 1 (1.0) - 1 (2.4) - 1.000d

Temporal 31 (31.3) 6 (15.0) 16 (39.0) 9 (50.0) .012a

Basal Ganglia 3 (3.0) - - 3 (16.7) .005d

Insula 22 (22.2) 5 (12.5) 11 (26.8) 6 (33.3) .115d

IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase; mt, mutated; wt, wildtype.
aPearson’s Chi Square; 
bOne-way ANOVA test; 
cKruskal-Wallis test; 
dFisher’s Exact test. 
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Discussion

This is the first and largest quantitative study using com-
bined physiological MR parameters in which we demon-
strate that perfusion and diffusion parameters are different 
between molecular profiles in nonenhancing glioma and 
may thus inform clinical decision making. Significantly 
higher rCBV and lower ADC values were found in IDHwt tu-
mors compared to IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors. While there 
was no significant difference in rCBV between IDHwt and 
IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors, these tumors did show 
differences in ADC, being lower in IDHwt glioma.

Our findings regarding perfusion are in correspond-
ence with previous research.8–11,19 It was previously dem-
onstrated that IDHwt versus IDHmt tumors correlated 
with higher activity of the gene HIF1A.9 This gene, which 
encodes a subunit of the hypoxia-inducible transcription 
factor 1, facilitates vasculo- and angiogenesis providing 
a direct link between genotype, tumor biology, and in-
creased perfusion. In addition, the well-known microvas-
cular proliferation in even low-grade 1p/19q codeleted 
tumors might explain their increased perfusion compared 
to 1p/19q intact tumors.11,20 Most studies also included 
enhancing glioma in their analyses which might explain 
the higher values of rCBV and ADC found in comparison 
with our study.8,11,19,21

We know from literature, that the value of diffusion 
parameters to distinguish molecular profiles in glioma is 
less clear.8,10,21,22 Fellah et  al. (2013) did not find any sig-
nificant differences in ADC between molecular profiles.8 
However, Leu et al. (2017) found a significantly lower ADC 
in IDHwt tumors compared to IDHmt tumors in general—
and specifically in IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors.10 In 

addition, lower ADC has been reported in 1p/19q codeleted 
tumors compared to 1p/19q intact tumors.21,22 These find-
ings are in line with our findings of low ADC in IDHwt tu-
mors, higher ADC in IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors, and 
highest ADC in IDHmt 1p/19q intact tumors. We further 
confirm the inverse correlation between the median rCBV 
and ADC.16 This finding also corresponds with the under-
lying tumor biology of increased vascularity of tumor cells 
and thus increased blood volume on the one hand and 
increased cellularity due to higher proliferation rates and 
thus decreased free water motion on the other hand.6,7,23

While ADC was lower on average in IDHwt compared 
with IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors, we did not find a 
statistically significant difference in the 15th and 25th per-
centile ADC between these types of tumors. This might 
be explained by a larger heterogeneity in ADC values in 
IDHwt tumors compared to the other two profiles. The ADC 
findings in the IDHwt molecular profile group are likely 
not influenced by other rare tumors (e.g. pleomorphic 
xanthoastrocytoma or ganglioglioma) as we confirmed the 
majority of IDHwt tumors were of the glioblastoma genetic 
profile.24 The larger heterogeneity in rCBV and ADC values 
in IDHwt tumors could also be explained by the relatively 
small sample of IDHwt tumors (n = 18) in our study cohort. 
The smaller sample of IDHwt tumors is inherent to the low 
incidence of nonenhancing glioma with this molecular pro-
file.25,26 A further explanation may be that, while the lower 
ADC values in themselves are similar between IDHwt and 
IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors, a larger fraction of IDHwt 
tumors has lower ADC values, thus resulting in an overall 
lower ADC than the other tumor types.

Our AUC findings are similar to previous studies, i.e. 
between 0.7 and 0.9.9,10,19,21,27 Our results indicate that de-
termining a cutoff value based on (a combination of) the 

  
Table 3. The rCBV and ADC Parameters Separated by Molecular Profile

 IDHmt  
1p/19q codeleted  
(n = 40) 

IDHmt  
1p/19q intact  
(n = 41) 

IDHwt  
(n = 18) 

P-value 

rCBV parameters

Mean 1.35 (0.39) 1.08 (0.31) 1.46 (0.59) .001a

Median 0.92 [0.79–1.05] 0.71 [0.58–0.83] 0.94 [0.80–1.46] <.001b

75th percentile 1.54 [1.23–1.85] 1.25 [1.01–1.47] 1.66 [1.43–2.22] .001b

85th percentile 2.10 (0.67) 1.77 (0.55) 2.38 (0.91) .004a

ADC parameters

Mean 1.27 (0.15) 1.45 (0.20) 1.13 (0.23) <.001a

Median 1.25 (0.16) 1.47 (0.23) 1.08 (0.24) <.001a

15th percentile 1.00 (0.14) 1.08 (0.17) 0.92 (0.20) .003a

25th percentile 1.08 (0.14) 1.21 (0.18) 0.98 (0.22) <.001a

Median rCBV/ADC ratio

Median 0.78 [0.58–0.92] 0.50 [0.36–0.60] 0.94 [0.66–1.32] <.001b

ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase; mt, mutated; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume; wt, wildtype.
Data are displayed in mean (SD) and median [IQR] for normally and non-normally distributed parameters, respectively. rCBV parameters are ex-
pressed in arbitrary units (IB NeuroTM, Imaging Biometrics, Elm Grove, USA). ADC parameters are expressed in 10 mm2/s. 
aOne-way ANOVA test; 
bKruskal-Wallis test. 
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rCBV and ADC might help to distinguish molecular pro-
files of nonenhancing glioma in the future. However, 
our findings need further validation in an independent 
validation cohort.

The significant differences found in the baseline char-
acteristics, i.e. patients’ age and tumor grade as well as 
localization, of each of the different molecular profiles 
are not surprising.8,16,20,28–31 The higher male/female ratio 
across molecular profiles in our study can be explained 
by the general difference in incidence of adult glioma in 
the population.32 We could not replicate the significantly 
higher tumor volumes in IDHmt versus IDHwt tumors 
found previously.10 This is most likely due to the fact that 
enhancing tumors, which are commonly larger, were not 
included in our study. The tumor volume differences in 
1p/19q codeleted versus 1p/19q intact tumors might addi-
tionally be explained by possible differences in the relative 

contribution of nontumor, i.e. vasogenic edemia, to the T2/
FLAIR hyperintense signal used for volume calculation.

A major strength of our study regards minimization of 
inter- and intra-observer variability by full segmentation 
of tumor tissue instead of manual placement of regions 
of interest.8,10,11,19 In addition, segmentation was done 
semiautomatically, and standardized leakage corrected 
rCBV maps were calculated automatically using IB-Neuro, 
further reducing user-related variability.33 For future re-
search it would be interesting to also include more than 2 
b-values in the ADC analyses to diminish the effect of small 
vessel perfusion.27

This study also had some limitations. First, there 
were some differences in scanning protocols due to the 
multicenter origin of the data. Although it is generally 
known that perfusion imaging is highly site and user spe-
cific (e.g. different imaging parameters, contrast agent and 
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Figure 2. Brain images of IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted (A–C), IDHmt 1p/19q intact (D–F) and IDHwt (G–I) nonenhancing glioma. T2-weighted (A, D, G) 
images are shown with the corresponding standardized leakage corrected rCBV colormap and ADC colormap showing intermediate rCBV (B) and 
intermediate ADC (C) for IDHmt 1p/19 codeleted glioma, low rCBV (E) and high ADC (F) for IDHmt 1p/19q intact glioma and high rCBV (H) and low 
ADC (I) for IDHwt glioma at the location of the tumor (white arrows).
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bolus injection)5—the rCBV and ADC values in our study 
did not differ significantly across scanning protocols nor 
varied dependent on the hospital of inclusion. Moreover, 
the quality control, postprocessing, and statistical ana-
lyses were all performed in the same center (Erasmus MC) 
preventing any variabilities due to data processing differ-
ences between centers. Thus, the differences in scanning 
protocols probably did not have a substantial impact on 
the findings. Second, the retrospective nature of this study 
demands supplementary investigation of the predictive 
value of rCBV and ADC in a prospective cohort. We do how-
ever think that this heterogeneity of the data represents the 
continuous, real life clinical setting. Also, for applicability 
in a real life prospective clinical setting it should be taken 
into account that other diagnoses (i.e. glioneuronal grade 
1 lesions) might also present with nonenhancing lesions. 
Nonetheless, we believe our study represents the popula-
tion of adult patients presenting with a nonenhancing le-
sion as best as was possible.

It is also important to note that our findings—even though 
statistically significant—are only valid at the group level, 
and cannot be directly applied to the individual patient. The 
differences in physiological parameters between IDHwt and 
IDHmt 1p/19q codeleted tumors in particular were small, 
only showing a difference in ADC and not in rCBV. However, 
we know that 1p/19q codeleted tumors have other distinct 
MRI characteristics such as and indistinct tumor margin, 
calcifications, extensive cortical involvement, and inhomo-
geneity of T2-weighted signal intensity.34,35 Combining MR 
parameters such as rCBV and ADC in a prediction model 
with other patient characteristics (e.g. age and tumor loca-
tion) would be a logical next step, but our study population 
was not powered for this. Using such a model may further 

improve the noninvasive classification and enable differenti-
ation at the individual patient level. This has previously been 
studied,8,10,36 but comparison of the parameters significantly 
contributing to these models is difficult due to differences 
in the research question and data analysis and the hetero-
geneity between study populations. In addition, apart from 
the model of Chawla et al. (2013), who used a leave-one-out 
cross-validation test,36 these models are not validated and 
demand confirmation in an independent validation cohort. 
We therefore should be cautious with direct translation of 
such a model to the clinic.

In conclusion, this study showed that in nonenhancing 
glioma the physiological MR parameters rCBV and ADC 
can—at the group level—help to distinguish molecular 
profiles—and in particular IDHwt. Future prospective 
studies are required to validate these findings at the indi-
vidual patient level, to evaluate their potential to anticipate 
the patient’s clinical course and aid decision making in clin-
ical practice prior to surgery—with possible improvements 
of accuracy through including additional patient character-
istics such as age and tumor location.

Supplementary material

Supplemental material is available at Neuro-Oncology 
Advances online.
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